
A small, courageous protest of Putin

At the World Cup, Pussy Riot opened a window on
authoritarianism.
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Stewards dragging a protester—Pussy Riot later took credit—off the field during the
2018 World Cup final in Moscow. Photo by Alizada Studios / Shutterstock.com.

During the World Cup championship match between France and Croatia last month,
four members of the protest performance group Pussy Riot ran onto the field
dressed as police officers. On social media the group spelled out the substance of its
protest: it demanded that the Russian government free political prisoners, stop
putting people in jail for their “likes” on social media, end illegal arrests at protests,
allow political competition, and stop fabricating criminal cases.

The moment was only a blip on the facade of normality that the regime of Vladimir
Putin carefully maintained during the monthlong soccer tournament. In preparation
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for the World Cup, which drew millions of visitors and was televised around the
world, Russia invested vast sums to present a polished image to the world,
outlawing non-soccer-related gatherings to make sure the image of political
contentment was also maintained. The Pussy Riot protest offered a tiny disruption of
the regime, opening a window on the authoritarian government’s mechanism of
repression.

The Putin regime has a record of imprisoning journalists and opposition leaders—and
sometimes assassinating them. In his 15 years in power, Putin has gained near total
control of the media. He has crushed his political rivals and turned the legislature
and judiciary into rubber stamps for his policies. Earlier this year he won another six-
year term as president in an election most Western observers regarded as a
charade: there were charges of ballot-stuffing, and a major opposition candidate,
Alexei Navalny, was barred from being on the ballot. Lately there is talk in Russia of
Putin being named leader for life. Not incidentally, there is also the continuing
matter of Russian efforts to manipulate U.S. elections.

Several years before Pussy Riot’s World Cup protest, a legendary moment of pro-
democracy disruption occurred when the famous singer-songwriter Yuri Shevchuk,
sitting three chairs away from Putin at a charity event, asked, “When will there be
democracy in Russia?” As the cameras rolled, Shevchuk continued with a list of
concerns, asking why there is no freedom of the press in Russia and why citizens
have to fear the police. Unaccustomed to any public challenge, Putin alternately
squirmed and tried to intimidate the musician.

Weeks after the World Cup ended, the U.S. president had a chance to share a stage
with Putin. As cameras rolled, the American leader displayed none of Shevchuk’s
courage, nor did he offer any public challenge to the Russian leader’s policies. This
time Putin smirked instead of squirming. This emboldening of an autocrat is what
the world can’t afford. It puts Russia’s courageous dissenters at further risk, just as it
disheartens democracy’s champions the world over.

A version of this article appears in the print edition under the title  “A small,
courageous protest.”


